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Results: Synchrony of Electricity
Producktion and Vehicle Battery Charching

The goal was to investigate the energy supply of a residential unit inclu-
ding the associated individual mobility by a micro combined heat and 
power (CHP) system.
For this purpose, a residential unit was simulated in detail, together with 
its mobility, i.e. the average energy consumption for the operation of 
automobiles to be associated with this unit, with different types of mic-
ro CHP units. 

Micro-CHP in connection to electric mobility is competitive in terms of 
envronmental impact compared to a progressive reference scenario (ex-
cept for a pure greenhouse gas consideration).
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ENERGY SUPPLY WITH MICRO CHP
FOR A RESIDENTIAL UNIT WITH ELECTRIC VEHICLE

Statistical data

Splitting for purpose of use, coar-
sening by rounding, «on» when on 
grid

Final profiles

Primary energy by 
scenario CHP equi-
valent to reference

Electricity generation by CHP 
and PV are well complemen-
tary, but occur largely asyn-
chronously to the demand for 
house-hold and vehicle batte-
ry charging.
With a synchronized release 
of the CHP ope-ration, the 
self-coverage can be inc-
reased signi-ficantly, up to 
70%.
Condition: thermal sto-rage 
for a daily heating/ DHW 
energy demand.

CO2 emissions by 
scenario: reference 
better

Primary energy + 
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energy carrier: ad-
vantages for CHP 
with bio fuel / eco 
electricity + wood 
pellets (for non re-
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